
  
ADVANCED  
ILLUSTRATION 
 
Instructor: Jamison Odone 
E-mail: jaodone@frostburg.edu 
 
Office Phone: 301-687-3209 
Office Room:  Fine Arts Building #224 
Office Hours: Mon-Wed, 11-12:30pm, Tues, 1-2pm, Fri 8-9am 
 
Course Description: 
 
Professional applications in drawing and illustration related to 
traditional and digital technology. Assignments present industry-
specific problems, which encourage students to examine the 
transition from conceptualization to execution. Professional 
portfolio development. Repeatable no more than 4 times for 
credit. Two hr. lecture, 2 hr. lab. Every semester. Prerequisites: 
ART 212 and ART 216, or permission of instructor. 
 
Course Objective: 
 
As in Illustration 1, creative problem solving and image making is 



an aspect of an illustrator that requires practice and 
development. Students will be REQUIRED to put in the proper 
amount of outside of class work time in order to fulfill the 5 major 
assignments. 
 
In class critiques will be a regularity in this class and students 
are required to attend and participate. Being able to not only 
speak about your own work but to assess the work of others is a 
tool that illustrators will need to have in order to operate a 
professional practice in the real world of commercial arts.  
 
Our main objectives in this advanced class will be to further 
develop your skills and proficiency as illustrators. This means 
exploring new media, working on more complex assignments 
than before and handling deadlines in a stronger fashion. By 
now, students will be expected to understand that the process of 
illustration and meeting the demands of working in the world of 
commercial will have to be strictly followed. This assignments 
and lessons of this class are meant to develop you professionally 
and prepare you to enter the commercial arts arena upon 
graduation. Focus on skill building and portfolio development will 
be paramount. Development of a personal style and an evolution 
of work quality will need to be constantly groomed. 
 
Illustration Program Goal: 
Illustration is a field of Visual Arts that offers an abundance of 
professional opportunities to talented, smart and hard working 
artists. I cannot stress however how strong the rate of 
competition is and will always be. The goal of this class will be 
separated into two major components. The first being the quality 
of your work. The second being to get the students in the 
mindset and practice of approaching clients with a portfolio of 
work in the ever changing world of submissions. Senior students 
will have to show a specific focus area for the final projects of the 
class and be prepared to discuss a plan of just how they intend 
to promote their work and build the foundations of a career. 
 



Assignments: 
 

1. FSU Holiday Card-This assignment will be open to the 
usage of any illustrative medium. Pen and Ink. Naturalistic 
and botanical studies.  

2. Sequential advertisement-choose from three products 
who's usage involves steps or process. Give a clear 
showing of how that process takes place. 

3. Adapting a classic or using a classic in a 
metaphorical/satirical image. Usage of medium open to 
student discretion. 

4. Promotional poster for the Ethno-Botony program. 
Watercolor and Ink or acrylic paint. 

5. The Brains Of Genius-portrait of a well known mind, 
inventor, revolutionary, artist, etc-assignment will use 
pertinent imagery from the subject's life or work to create a 
portrait. 

    
Note: You will be REQUIRED to maintain a sketchbook that will 
be turned in at the end of the semester along with all of your 
assignments. 
 
Submission of assignments: 
 
All assignments will be submitted in a proper format. This means 
that the work will be affixed to some form of black or illustration 
board with a trace paper overlay. The main reason for this is to 
keep YOUR work as safe as possible and to respect the 
maintenance of others. 
 
Attendence: 
 
Students will be permitted 2 unexcused absences before their 
grade is impacted. Students will be required however to make up 
any work missed and it will also be their responsibility to find out 
what the assignments were. Students must show up to class 
prepared to work and have all required materials ready to go. 



Three tardies will equal one absence. So if you already have two 
absences and continue to be tardy, after three you will be 
deducted one full letter grade at the end of the semester. 
Students may provide me with proper documentation if an 
absence may have been necessary. Please feel free to email me 
in advance. 
 
Grading: 
 
Your final grade is based on not only your performance and 
ability to complete assignments on time, but also your class 
participation. As I stated before, in class discussion and critiques 
are very important to the development of an illustrator.  
 
 
Completed projects are due at the beginning of the scheduled 
class in a complete and mounted format. Any assignment that is 
late will be deducted a full letter grade for every class period that 
it is still not turned in.  
 
To assess your final grade, all assignments will be turned in on 
the last day of classes, in a simple portfolio. Assignments need 
to be labeled on the back, stating which project they were 
created for. This being stated—KEEP ALL ASSIGNMENTS 
SAFE! 
 
So the basic criteria that you need to be aware of for grading are 
the following:  
-Effort and ability to work in the process of illustration 
-Concept and ability to think in visual metaphor 
-Class participation during critiques 
-Meeting deadlines with all aspects of your projects 
 
Final grad will be the sum total of number grades you receive on 
your 5 assignments divided by 5. 
 
Final grades are reported as: 



A(100-90), B(89-80), C(79-70), D(69-60), F(50 and below) 
 
Right to use artwork: 
The instructor reserves the right to use student work and copies 
of student work for display, documentation, instruction, 
publication or for other materials. Only faculty or staff may 
remove work from university displays. 
 
Student conduct: 
Students are not allowed to use cell phones or cameras during 
class. All phones must be turned off as it is a disruption to other 
students and the learning process as a whole. No breaks will be 
allowed during our class as it is only hour and forty minute class. 
We will have no time for breaks. 
 
Each student is required to conduct him/herself appropriately 
during class. Any student whose behavior is not acceptable, will 
be asked to leave the class and consequently receive an 
absence.  
 
Frostburg State University Policies: 
 
Academic Integrity: Art involves individual, creative, critical 
thought and personal expression. Please be aware that 
plagiarism or any other form of academic dishonesty will result in 
disciplinary action and failure of this course. 
 
Academic Dishonesty: 
Academic dishonesty is defined to include any form of cheating 
and or/plagiarism. Cheating includes, but is not limited to, such 
acts as stealing or altering testing instruments; falsifying the 
identity of persons for any academic purpose; offering, giving or 
written or oral material in a course; or falsifying information on 
any type of academic record. Plagiarism is the presentation of 
written or oral material in a manner which conceals the true 
source of documentary material; or the presentation of materials 
which uses hypotheses, conclusion, evidence, data, or the like, 



in a way that the student appears to have done work which 
he/she did not, in fact, do. 
 
Disruptive Behavior: 
The university will not tolerate disorderly or disruptive conduct 
that substantially threatens, harms, or interferes with the 
university personnel or orderly university processes and 
functions. A faculty member has the right to require a student to 
leave the classroom when his/her behavior disrupts the learning 
environment of the class. A student found responsible for 
disruptive behavior in the classroom may be administratively 
withdrawn from the course. 
 
 
Students with Learning or Physical Disabilities: 
If you have a learning or physical disability which may require 
classroom modifications or accommodations, please meet with 
the instructor to discuss this by the second class session. You 
may choose to approach the instructor directly after class or set 
up an appointment during his/her office hours. Your discussion of 
your disability will be most useful for your instructor if you: 
Define the disability. 
Describe its manifestations(e,g, reversal of letters, difficulty 
writing) 
Discuss accommodations from which you have benefitted in the 
past. 
Indicate the accommodations that you find useful in class. 
Decide with your instructor individual responsibilities in arranging 
these modifications.  
 
Note: The Office of Disabled Students Services is willing to 
proctor, read, or mark tests for students. Please request such 
assistance in advance, if possible. The coordinator will also work 
with you on preparing a description of your disabilities and 
needs; other services are also available. Call x4481 for more 
information. 
 



 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
Materials list: 
Note: Finished illustrations for this class will be completed in the 
medium of the student’s choice unless specifically designated. 
Items on this list marked with a star(*) are items you are required 
to have. 
 
 
Paper: 
*Tracing pads, 18x24 and 14x17 
*Watercolor paper, 140lb hot press, 3 large sheets 
*Watercolor paper, 140lb cold press, 1 large sheet 
*Illustration board, 2 sheets 16x20 hot press 
*Generic sketch book at least 9x12 
 
Materials: 
*Set of various drawing pencils from H to 6B 
*Paint brushes, fine and medium sized synthetic brushes for  
Palette paper 
Plastic watercolor palette  
*Kneaded eraser 
Metal T-square 
Metal ruler with cork backing 



*Artist tape 
*Xacto knife 
*Three ring binder to keep all of your thumbnails and various 
works 
Liquitex Acrylic paint, basic set 
Water colors, basic set 
Higgins India ink, pen and various nibs 
Prisma color colored pencils, basic set with 4 extra black pencils 
Micron or Prisma color permanent ink pens, two of each in sizes 
.01 and .05  
Drawing board and 2 bulldog clips 
Pencil sharpener, electric preferred   
Workable fixative 
Gesso 
 
Art Supplier: 
The General Art Store 
19 E. Main Street 
Frostburg, MD 21532     301-689-1234 
Tentative Schedule of Assignments for Fall 2011: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tentative assignment schedule, Fall 2011 
 
Week1- Introduction to the class and program goals. Discussion 
covering the syllabus and materials. Introduction of first 
assignment FSU holiday card. Create 10 thumbnail sketches 
due next class. 
 
Week 2- Thumbnails for holiday card assignment due. Critique of 
thumbs. 5 images chosen to go to next round of sketches in 
class.  
Week 3- Critique of 5 sketches where one final is chosen to go to 
finish. In class work. 
 
Week 4-Critique of Final Illustration. Work will be presented 
mounted with trace paper cover. Introduction of next project, 
Sequential advertisement, choose from three products whose 
usage involves steps or process. Give a clear showing of how 
that process takes place. Begin 10 Pencil thumbs in class, to 5 
finished sketches for critique, to finals. 
 
 



Week 5-  Critique of 5 finished sketches, one final chosen. Work 
in class on final. 
 
Week 6- Work in class on final. 
 
Week 7- Critique of Final Illustrations. Introduction to next 
assignment. Adapting a classic or using a classic in a 
metaphorical/satirical image. 10 Thumbnails due, 5 chosen for 
sketches 
 
Week 8- Critique of 5 sketches. One chosen to go to final, work 
in class.  
 
Week 9- Work in class on final illustration. 
 
Week 10- Critique of Final Illustrations. Introduction to the 
next assignment. Promotional poster for the Ethno-Botony 
program.10 Thumbnails due, 5 chosen for sketches.  
 
Week 11- Critique of 5 sketches. One chosen to go to final, work 
in class. 
 
Week 12- Work in class on final illustration. 
 
Week 13- Critique of Final Illustrations. Introduction to the 
next assignment. Time Magazine Template--The Brains Of 
Genius-portrait of a well known mind, inventor, revolutionary, 
artist, etc-assignment will use pertinent imagery from the 
subject's life or work to create a portrait.  
 
Week 14- Critique of 5 sketches. One chosen to go to final, work 
in class.  
 
Week 15- Work in class on final illustration. 
 



Week 16- Critique of Final Illustrations. Last day of classes. 
All assignments to be turned in. Stated format must be 
adhered to. EVERYTHING FINAL DUE! 
 
Final Exam: December 15th during normal class hours. 
	  
	  
Note:	  Students	  who	  are	  taking	  this	  class	  for	  the	  4th	  time(the	  
equivalent	  of	  Illustration	  4)	  will	  be	  given	  different	  assignments	  for	  
their	  final	  2	  to	  3	  projects.	  Their	  work	  will	  be	  more	  focused	  on	  a	  
professional	  direction	  moving	  towards	  graduation.	  Grading	  
standards	  will	  remain	  the	  same.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



SELF PORTRAIT TO BE DRAWN HERE. 
	  
My	  name	  is:	  
My	  year	  is:	  
My	  art	  focus	  is:	  
Something	  I	  find	  difficult	  about	  classes:	  
	  
	  


